Activity:

*Victorian Charms (Hair Jewelry)*

In the Victorian Era, Hair Jewelry was a common art form for women to learn and work on socially. Women often collected their hair to make items such as watch-fobs or key chains for their friends and suiters (or potential boyfriends). Instead of using your own hair, try making hair jewelry for your friends and tie a special trinket on the end!

**You will need:**
- Yarn, ribbon or string
- Scissors
- A trinket to tie on

**Directions:**
1. Cut a long piece of yarn or string and bring the two ends together
2. Begin “braiding” the two strands together, also called “looping”
3. Once your strand is all looped together, find a trinket to string on the end.
4. Tie it off!
5. Wear it!

Check out Woolly’s example below: